ON HAAR'S THEOREM CONCERNING CHEBYCHEV
APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS HAVING
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS1
JOHN C. MAIRHUBER

1. Introduction. A. Haar [S] discussed the Chebychev approximation problem in the following setting. Let If be a compact set in
euclidean ¿-dimensional space £*, such that M contains at least «
distinct points, re a given natural integer. Let/i(x),
• • • ,/n(x) be re
real continuous functions defined on M. Let/(x) also be given as a
real continuous function on M. A best approximation
to f{x) by
/i(ï), •■ ■ | fn{x) in the sense of Chebychev is a linear combination
n

X a*fvix)
i—i
such that
max /(*) _ £

a,*f,{x) ^ max /(*) - 2 <hf,{x)

lor every set of real numbers {ai, • • • , o„). The existence of such
best approximations
is well known, and can readily be established
by means of familiar continuity and compactness arguments. In his
paper, Haar investigated the question of the unicity of the solution,

and obtained the following.
Theorem

1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a unique solu-

tion {a*, ■ ■ ■ , a*) exist for every given f{x) real and continuous
is that every linear combination

(1)

aifi{x) + ■■■ + anfn{x)

on M

(au ■■■, an) 9* (0, • • •, 0),

vanishes in at most » —1 distinct points of M.
It is easy to see that the linear combinations (1) vanish in at most
re—1 distinct points of M if and only if the set of functions

fiix), ■■■,fn{x)
enjoys the following property.
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D.
/i(xi)

fi(xx)

fn(Xl)

fl(Xi)

f2(x2)

fn(Xi)

fl(Xn)

fi(Xn) ■ ■ ■fn(Xn)

5*0

for every set of n distinct points xu ■ • ■ , x„ of M.
There are well known concrete examples of sets of functions f,(x)
enjoying property D in the special case where M is either a finite
closed interval of the real line or else the circumference of a circle.
See S. Bernstein [2], where such sets of functions are studied and
called by him Chebychev systems. The question naturally arises as to
what other compact subsets M of euclidean spaces may serve as
domains of definition of sets of functions /i(x), • • • , fn(x) enjoying
the property D.
At the end of his paper, Haar mentions that MCEk may contain
no interior points for k^2. This is indeed clear, for if xi and Xi are
points of an open sphere S of M, then X! and x2 may interchange their
positions in M by a continuous simultaneous motion within S, without ever coinciding with one another or any of the points xs, • • • , x„,
which are held fixed. However, the result of this interchange is that
the determinant
(2) has changed sign, and must therefore have
vanished for some intermediate position of Xi and x2 in violation of
the property D. Haar's remark provides
sufficient property of the set M.

a necessary

but by no means

The main result of this paper is that in order that the functions
fi(x) • ■ ■ ,fn(x) satisfy the condition of Haar's theorem, where w = 2,
the domain of definition M of the functions is restricted to be the
homeomorphic
image of a closed subset of a finite interval, with the
possible exception, when n is even and M is connected, that M may
be the homeomorphic image of the circumference of a circle. The result is summarized in

Theorem 2. A compact subset M of Ek containing at least n points,
w^ 2, may serve as the domain of definition of a set of real continuous
functions fi(x), • ■ ■ , fn(x) having property D, if and only if M is
homeomorphic to a closed subset of the circumference of a circle.
The proof is obtained

by means of an auxiliary theorem of interest

in itself.
Theorem

3. A compact set M in En, having the property that at
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most n points of M lie on any hyperplane of En, is the homeomorphic
image of a closed subset of the circumference of a circle.
The author wishes to express his sincere appreciation to Professor
I. J. Schoenberg for having suggested the problem, and for his very
kind assistance in its solution.

2. Characterization

of a set in En homeomorphic to M. Let 5 be
are

the set of points in £„, whose coordinates

ifiix), f2{x), ■■■, fn{x)),
The mapping <b of M onto S is continuous,
{v= 1, 2, • ■ •, re) is continuous. Furthermore,

xGM.

since each of the/»(x)
<pis one to one, since if

for every y {v= l, 2, ■ ■ • , n)
fÁXl) = fy{x2),

Xi, X2G M,

the determinant
(2) vanishes. Inasmuch as M is compact,
homeomorphism.
The set S can be characterized by the following properties.
(i) 5 is a compact set of at least re points;

<p is a

S C En = {yi, • • •, yn).

(ii) An arbitrary

hyperplane

passing through the origin o,
n

aiyi + a2y2 + ■ ■ ■ + anyn = 0,

^

a, > 0,

»-1

can meet 5 in at most re—1 points. Consequently, for l=m^n
—l,
at most m points of 5 can lie on the same »redimensional flat of En
containing o. In particular, o cannot belong to 5.
(iii) Since the determinant
(2) does not vanish, it follows from a
well-known theorem of Fenchel [4] that the point o cannot be contained in the convex hull of any one component of S.
(iv) The point o cannot be in the convex hull of any « components of S, by an extension of Fenchel's theorem obtained by

L. N. H. Bunt [3].
3. Characterization of a set in £„_i homeomorphic to M. We now
use the following theorem of Hanner and Radström [6].
Theorem 4. Let M be a compact set in En, and let A be a closed
subset of M. Let p be a point of En which is not in the convex hull of
any re points of M, and which is outside the convex hull of A. Then there
is a hyperplane ir through p which meets no point of M or of the convex

hull of A.
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By (iv) above, there is a hyperplane ir' passing through o such that
no point of S lies on w'. Since S is compact, and o is not a point of S,
there is a hyperplane it parallel to it' such that w contains neither o nor

any points of S.
Let T be the set obtained by projecting S on ir through o. No two
points of S can project into the same point of T by property (ii)
above. Hence T is a continuous, one to one image of a compact set,
so that T is homeomorphic to S, and hence to M.
For simplicity in the sequel, we characterize the set T of £„-i as a
subset T of Em. From (ii) we have
(v) T is a compact set in Em, m = n —1, such that at most m points
lie on the same hyperplane of Em.
The result stated in Theorem 2 now follows from the proof of
Theorem 3. That the set T is one-dimensional
follows from Theorem

10 in the paper of Nöbeling cited in the bibliography; this also follows
from the fact that the set T has the property
T are separated by m points [7].

that any two points of

4. Proof of Theorem 3.
Definition
1. A continuum C in EH is said to be of bounded order
ii no hyperplane meets C in more than some fixed number k of points.
Definition
2. A point of ramification is a point common to three
or more simple arcs, which pairwise have no other common point.
The following theorem is taken from two theorems proved by

Marchaud [8].
Theorem
5. Let M be a continuum of bounded order in En- Then
M can be decomposed into a denumerable infinity of simple rectifiable
arcs, such that any two of them have only a finite number of points in
common. If there are no points of ramification, then the continuum is a
simple rectifiable Jordan curve, open or closed.
Marchaud further shows that a plane continuum of order two and
a three-dimensional
continuum
of order three have no point of
ramification. Generalizing the proof to order m, we obtain

Theorem
tion.

6. A continuum of order m in Em has no point of ramifica-

Proof. Suppose that g is a point of ramification of a continuum
C of Em, where C is of order m. Let qa, qb, and qc be three arcs having
in common the point q, but otherwise pairwise disjoint. On the arc
qa, pick m — i points Oi, • • • , om_i, distinct from one another and
from q. These points cannot lie on a flat of dimension less than m —i,
and hence, together with q, determine a hyperplane ir containing m
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points of M. One of these points, say ait has the property that no
points of the arc qai other than q and ai lie on the plane w. With the
exception of the points q and ai, at least two of the arcs qai, qb, and
qc lie entirely on the same side of tt. For simplicity call these arcs
a and ß. Let pv be a sequence of points on a such that

lim /»„= q.
v—>»

Each point /», together with ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , am-i determines
plane it, containing m points of M. Let x„ have equation
/

00,

s

(")

(x) = di

xi +

00

a hyper-

00

• • • + am xm + am+i = 0,

where the coefficients can be so chosen that

/«(?) > 0.
Let r be a point of j3 distinct from g. Then if/w (r) ^ 0 for some v, there
are »re+1 points on x». This, however, must be the case, since/(,,) (r) > 0
for all v would contradict the fact that a and ß are on the same side
of IT.

A convex curve in Em is defined to be a Jordan curve having at
most »repoints on any »re—1 dimensional hyperplane. From Theorems
5 and 6, it follows that the set T has components which are single
points or convex curves.
An »re-dimensional convex curve can be closed only when »re is
even. For »re points on the curve determine a hyperplane,
and if
none of these points is an endpoint of the arc, the arc must cross the
hyperplane at each of these »repoints [8]. Thus the curve can be closed
only when the number of crossings is even, that is, when »reis even.
In the event that T is connected, the results obtained show that T is
an open or closed convex curve, and thus that T is the homeomorphic
image of a closed subset of a circle.
If »reis even, and T consists of more than one component, then no
nontrivial component r of T is a closed Jordan curve. For assume
otherwise. Select any »re—1 points on r, and let p be a point not on r.
These »repoints determine a hyperplane 7r meeting r in m —1 points.
There are now two possibilities. In the first case, if r crosses tt at
each of the »re—1 points in which it meets ir, then there is an mth
point in which r crosses w, giving us »re+ 1 points on w, a contradiction. In the second case, suppose that at some point a common to
r and it, r does not cross 7r. Then by the argument used in the proof
of Theorem 6, displacing the point a slightly, we obtain »repoints in
which r meets w, and arrive at a contradiction
as before.
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Moore and Kline [9] proved the following.

Theorem 7. In order that a
subset of a simple continuous
every component of N should be
tinuous arc t such that no point

compact point set N in E2 should
arc, it is necessary and sufficient
either a single point or a simple
of r other than an endpoint should

be a
that
conbe a

limit point of [N—t].
Zippin [l2] has investigated the extension of this theorem to other
spaces. For a space C which is complete, metric, separable, connected
and locally connected, the following conditions are found to be
equivalent, and either of them is a necessary and sufficient condition

that the Moore-Kline theorem hold in C.
Condition
1. If & is an endpoint of an arc r of C, then for every
preassigned e>0, there exists a S>0 such that if y and 2 are points
of (C-r)-S(b,
§), the set (C—r)S(b,
e) contains an arc yz.
Condition
2. Let R be a region in C, and ab be an arc in C such
that a is on the frontier of R and [ab— a]CR- Then R— [ab—a] is

connected.
For n^3,

Condition 1 is established by the result that an n-sphere
cannot be separated by a subset of dimension ^n —2 [7]. For « = 2,
Condition 2 is known to hold [ll, p. HO], and in this case we have
also the Moore-Kline theorem.
A proof like that of Theorem 6 establishes the condition of the
Moore-Kline theorem for the set T. Let r be an arc component of R,
and suppose that a point p of r other than an endpoint is a limit
point of T —t. Let {p,} be a sequence of points of [T—t] converging
to p. The point p cuts r into two arcs a and ß. Let ai, ■ ■ • , am-i be
points on a distinct from p. The points together with p determine a
hyperplane ir. Let ai be the point of ai, • • ■ , am-i such that with the
exception of di and p, the arc aip lies completely on one side of ir.
Since it contains m — i points of T, either
(a) both aip and ß are on the same side of ir, in which case the
proof is completed as before, or
(b) one arc, call it y, and infinitely many points of the sequence
lie on the same side of ir. Let {p,k} be a subsequence of these points
converging to p. Then again a sequence of planes irrk determined by
Ci, • • • , am-i and p,k is such that for k sufficiently large, w,k meets the
arc 7, giving m-\-\ points on ir,k.
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